
 

 

 
Abstract—According to the problem of the sensor 

nonlinear changes occur at high temperatures, extreme 

learning machine model, is presented in this thesis the 

pressure sensitive grating and removing the temperature 

of the grating experiment data for training, establish a 

nonlinear model of wavelength, temperature, predict the 

experimental temperature, then the temperature data of 

pressure-sensitive grating the training set of training 

samples, the nonlinear model, temperature - wavelength 

prediction test set sample output wavelength, achieve the 

goal of improved temperature compensation method. The 

experimental results show that the algorithm can achieve a 

more ideal temperature compensation effect. 

Keywords—Fiber Bragg grating(FBG), Pressure Sensor, 

Temperature compensation, Extreme Learning Machine  

I. INTRODUCTION 
 hen the ammunition were thermally stimulated, the 
pressure inside that would sharply boost due to 

temperature variation could cause projectile detonation, which 
could result in not only ammunition invalidation but 
furthermore a serious loss of life and property. It is of great 
practical significance to study the safety and environmental 
adaptability of the ammunition system by carrying out thermal 
susceptibility firing experiments of the live ammunition and 
understanding the changing process of the temperature and 
pressure in the ammunition body during the heating process. 
Thermal safety monitoring of ammunition is shown in Figure 
1. When external ambient temperature of projectile bodies 
reaches 1200℃or above, the internal temperature gradually 
rises and when the internal temperature reaches 300℃or above, 
projectile bodies would explode. According to the actual 
application requirements of the projectile body, the detection 
environment was set as 1) the detection temperature was 
100~300℃; 2) the pressure measurement range is 0 ~ 50 MPa. 
Under such circumstances, due to the particularity of test 
medium and strong coupling that caused by various physical 
fields such as force field, temperature field and vibration field,  
conventional pressure sensors would reflect the characteristics 

 
 

of variability, coupling and non-linearity, which make 
traditional electrical, ultrasonic and electromagnetic sensing 
detection technology do not effectively meet the requirements 
of pressure detection. 

 
Fig.1 Schematic diagram of solid pressure test under high 

temperature in an external environment external environment 

For the detection of solid pressure, fiber grating pressure 
sensing technologies can overcome the disadvantages of 
conventional pressure sensors such as poor stability, poor 
moisture resistance, and susceptibility to electromagnetic 
interference in harsh environments; at the same time, the 
grating sensor is a passive device, which does not need on-site 
power supplies[1]. In the flammable and combustible 
environment, or under electromagnetic interference as well as 
strong radiations, it can exhibit unique advantages. For this 
reason, a fiber grating solid pressure sensor is specially 
designed[2] to monitor the internal pressure of the ammunition 
during the cook-off process of live ammunition, and 
specifically, realize the real-time pressure monitoring of 
0-50MPa. However, Fiber Bragg grating wavelength is 
sensitive to both temperature and strain, in the process of 
signal acquisitions and transmissions, due to the interference 
of the surrounding environment, the multi-physical field 
coupling of the sensor environment and the accuracy of the 
demodulation equipment, effective temperature compensation 
must be carried out[3].  

For the temperature compensation of fiber grating pressure 
sensor, many scholars have conducted in-depth 
exploration[4,5].Chao Li, Tigang Ning[6], 2016, Reported an 
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optical fiber sensor for measurement of liquid level and 
temperature ， the liquid level sensor with dynamic 
temperature compensation can be easily achieved 
simultaneous by using the temperature sensing property of 
FBG. For 10 pm wavelength resolution, the resolution of the 
sensor is 0.046cm and 1.1 °C in liquid level and temperature, 
respectively. 2016, Li T., Tan Y. and Zhou Z[7]used two 
FBGs to achieve double-difference tmperature compensations 
for the two states of the sensor. Based on the 
magnetic-coupling and FBG-sensing principles, this operation 
can be used to achieve non-contact measurements on the 
vibration of the rotating shaft; when it is used to correct the 
temperature deviation, in the range of 25 ~ 60 ° C, the 
temperature deviation of the sensor will be reduced to 1.19%. 
2017， they[8] proposed a novel fiber Bragg grating (FBG) 

sensing-based acceleration sensor。A decoupling method has 
been presented with consideration of the thermal expansion of 
the sensor structure to realize temperature 
compensation.Experimental results show that the temperature 
sensitivity is 8.66 pm/ °Cwithin the range of 30–90℃.  Yi 
KUANG, Yongxing GUO[9], 2018, summarizes the 
packaging methods and corresponding temperature 
compensation methods of the currently reported focusing 
especially on fully pasted FBG, pre-stretched FBG with 
double-end fixed,and metallic packaging. In their reseache , 
they analyzed the advantages and drawbacks of different 
packaging methods, which can provide a reference for future 
researches. 2019，Ruiya Li , Yuegang Tan , Yiyang Chen[10] 
came up with a novel method to realize temperature 
compensation simultaneously for fiber Bragg grating 
(FBG)-based strain sensor. The decoupling of strain and 
temperature was implemented theoretically and verified 
experimentally. The decoupling of strain and temperature was 
implemented theoretically and verified experimentally.Ma R 
[11] in 2018 studied the new compensation method of hull 
monitoring FBG sensor based on the sensor theory with both 
FBG temperature self-correction and steel thermal expansion 
effects correction. The coupled compensation method suitable 
for hull monitoring sensor is obtained by theoretical 
derivation. As the comparison, the coupled compensation 
experiment was carried out. The results show that the relative 
error under the temperature compensation method is large in 
the case of drastic strain and temperature changes, and the 
correction results of the tested method will be closer to the true 
level. Mengying T {Formatting Citation} in 2018 proposed a 
novel method based on a digital filtering technique for 
temperature compensation in fiber Bragg grating sensor 
systems for monitoring the conditions in electrified 
pantograph–catenary systems. A Butterworth high-pass filter 
was designed to reject the temperature-related signal 
component with a stopband and to capture the real strain in the 
pass band in frequency domain. Tianliang Li, Chaoyang Shi, 
Yuegang Tan[13] in 2017 proposed and studied a novel 
diaphragm-type fiber Bragg grating (FBG) vibration sensor 

with a small mass and an excellent sensitivity through the use 
of the transverse property of a tightly suspended optical 
fiber.The temperature compensation Compared with the 
existing diaphragm-enabled FBG vibration sensors, the 
proposed sensor enables to support the easy implementation of 
distributed measurement, and the small mass allows for 
detection on mass-sensitive structures.   

These temperature compensation methods can be classified 
into three types: 1) Referring to the FBG method, two FBGs 
FBG1 and FBG2 are arranged inside the packaging structure 
of the sensor. FBG1 is the detection FBG that is affected by the 
environmental temperature and the deformation of the 
packaging model at the same time;FBG2 is a temperature 
compensated FBG, placed in the same temperature field with 
FBG1.However, when FBG2 is laid out, one end is usually a 
free end, the deformation of the sensor packaging structure 
will not generate strain on it, and its output is only affected by 
the change of temperature.The two FBGs are in the same 
temperature field, and the change information of the ambient 
temperature of the sensor can be obtained through FBG2, and 
then the influence of temperature on the output of the 
pressure-sensitive FBG （ FBG1 ）  can be obtained.2) 

Differential setting method, in which method ，two FBGs are 
arranged in different positions of the sensor sensitive parts. 
These two FBGs are arranged close to each other and in the 
same environment, so they have the same temperature change. 
Therefore, the influence of temperature can be eliminated by 
taking the difference value of the wavelength change of the 
two FBGs.3) Soft compensation method. The soft 
compensation method processes the collected data by selecting 
an appropriate algorithm to eliminate the impact of 
temperature.Most of the above references use differential 
compensation method. The advantage of this method is that in 
the detection process, the strain sizes of the two FBGs are 
different, and one of the two FBGs is stretched and the other is 
compressed, so the strain difference between the two FBGs is 
large, and the detection sensitivity can be obtained.The 
disadvantage is that it requires two FBGs to have exactly the 
same temperature sensitive characteristics, which is difficult to 
achieve in specific operation.In addition, it also increases the 
complexity of sensor packaging and puts forward higher 
requirements for the manufacturing process.The ambient 
temperature of this test is 300. Various unpredictable problems 
will occur in the complex process at high temperature.So in 
this paper, the reference FBG method and soft compensation 
method are used together. 

In recent years, many scholars have combined grating 
sensing technology with various signal processing methods 
(such as: Wavelet transform[14], BP neural network[15,16], 
coupled neural network modeling[17,18], Hilbert-yellow 
transform[19,20], Duffing chaotic oscillator model, etc., are 
combined to carry out damage identification, fault location, 
real-time monitoring and other studies[21–23], and have been 
widely used in many fields [24–26]. Nevertheless, because of 
the particularity of the environment inside the ammunition, 
there are few researches on the thermal safety detection 
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environment of ammunition using grating sensing technology 
and signal processing method and the temperatures have a 
significant impact on pressure test results, which ask for an 
attention on temperature compensation.  

However, the research on the thermo-safety detection 
environment of the ammunition is still less. The particularity 
on the internal environment of the ammunition makes the 
temperature have significant impacts on the detection results 
of pressure, so we must pay attention to temperature 
compensation. This paper abstracts the compensation 
problems of pressure sensors under high temperature as 
pattern recognition ones in machine learning, and establishes 
nonlinear recognition models integrated with ELM to provide 
accurate and fast recognition models for solving these 
problems. Based on the temperature data of pressure-sensitive 
gratings and temperature compensation gratings in pressure 
sensors, the training set and test set are formed respectively, 
and based on the two training sets, the nonlinear recognition 
model is further established to recognize the output 
wavelength in the test sample. 

II.  TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENT PLATFORM  

A. Sensor Structure 

The fiber grating solid pressure sensor is composed of a 
pressure-bearing diaphragm, a sensor housing and an upper 
cover of stainless steel. The base materials used for the two 
parts are the same. The pressure-bearing diaphragm is 
composed of a circular elastic diaphragm and a solid pressure 
grating fixed column. The fixed column, the elastic diaphragm 
and the sensor housing  are processed in one to reduce the 
problem of stress concentration or unbalanced stress. The 
sensor housing and the upper cover of stainless steel adopt 
threaded connections. The pressure diaphragm is used as the 
elastic element of the sensor to sense the external pressure, and 
two symmetrical fixing columns are set on the pressure 
diaphragm to fix the two ends of the solid pressure-sensitive 
grating FBG1. The solid pressure is converted into measurable 
strains by the fiber grating through the circular elastic 
diaphragm. The specific structure is shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2 Cross-sectional view of the structure of the fiber grating 
pressure sensor 

The package structure of the sensor should be able to 

convert the external pressure into the strain of the FBG, 

i.e. the external pressure is converted into the stretching 

or compression of the grating. In order to achieve this 

goal, two fixed columns are arranged symmetrically and 

vertically inside the pressure diaphragm of the sensor to 

fix the two ends of the grating. When pressure is applied 

to the diaphragm, it will cause a downward 

micro-deformation of the diaphragm .This deformation 

will drive the two fixed columns to produce 

deformation in opposite directions, which will pull the 

grating to produce strain on the grating.Select the 
incubator, fiber demodulator (SM125 produced by MOI 
Company, demodulation range of the wavelength: 1510 ~ 
1590nm, accuracy: 1pm), pressure sensor samples under high 
temperature and computer to build a temperature calibration 
experiment platform. Set the temperature of the incubator to 
100°C, keep it warm for 4 hours, increase the temperature by 
20°C, and keep circulating until the temperature rises to 
300°C. At 20°C intervals, the temperature is lowered to 
100°C, and each temperature state is kept for 4 hours. Record 
the output wavelength of pressure-sensitive gratings and 
temperature compensated gratings.  

B. Traditional Temperature Compensation Methods of 

Pressure Grating Sensors 

Two fiber gratings are arranged inside the sensor package at 
the same time to compensate the temperature of the fiber 
pressure grating sensors. One of them is the pressure-sensitive 
grating. The two sides of the pressure sensitivity are 
respectively bonded to two fixed posts to measure the external 
pressure. The change of pressure and temperature will affect 
the pressure-sensitive grating. The other is the 
temperature-compensated grating, which is arranged inside the 
sensor, and one of the ends is free. The deformation of the 
sensor package structure will not affect compensation grating 
of the temperature, and the output of which is only affected by 
the temperature, which can be used to measure the temperature 
around the sensor. Two gratings are arranged inside the sensor, 
which can be considered to be in the same temperature field. 

The effects of the temperature and strain on the output of the 
fiber grating are independent and linearly superimposed. The 
output of the grating is at 300°C and there are no multi-field 
coupling effects within the elastic deformation range. Under 
the combined action of the temperature and strain, the output 
change of the grating can be expressed as 

B T= + T                               (1) 

In Equation (1),  is the strain sensitivity coefficient of the 

grating, T is the temperature sensitivity coefficient of the 
grating, and  is the strain occurring on the grating, T  is 
the external temperature variation. In this design, the 
wavelength changes of the two gratings are as follows 

 B1 1 T1= + T               (2) 
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B2 T2= T               (3) 

Then 

            B1 B2

1

K



 




  
                        (4)                                                                          

In Equation (4), T1 T2K= /  . Because two fiber gratings are in 
the same temperature field, the temperature changes induced 
by the two gratings are the same.  

2T  can be calculated from 
Equation (3) and substituted into Equation (2) to eliminate the 
wavelength shift caused by the temperature change of the 
pressure sensitive grating, thus the strain caused by the 
external pressure can be obtained from Equation (4). Finally, 
according to the corresponding relationship between the 
structure of the sensor package and its related parameters, the 
external pressure-changing value is calculated. 

C. Temperature Test of Fiber Grating Solid Pressure 

Sensor 

When the ambient temperature of the sensor rises, sensor 
package structure would lead to thermal expansion, which 
would cause grating strain and poor performance of grating 
outputs. In order to solve the problem, the temperature test 
devices of the sensors are set up, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3  Device diagram of temperature experiment 
 
 The sensor was put into a calorstat and three rounds of 

experiments on high temperature (300℃) and room 
temperature (20℃). Afterwards, a gradually warming mode 
was carried out from 100℃ to 300℃, with an increased 
temperature of 20℃ per time. Then comes the temperature 
reduction and during the cooling process, the temperature 
starts from 300℃ to 100℃, with an decreased temperature of 
20℃ each time. After thermal insulation for 4 hrs at each 
temperature point, the outputs of pressure-sensitive grating 
FBG1 and temperature-compensated grating FBG2 of the 
sensor were recorded at an interval of 10 minutes and the 
output value of the point after 15 times records was the 
average value. The above experiment was carried out for 3 
times to record the grating output data and draw the 
temperature-output wavelength diagram, as shown in Figure 4 
and Figure 5. The average output at each temperature point 
was taken as the calibration value for data analysis and 
processing and the sensitivity of the pressure-sensitive grating 
FBG1 and temperature-compensated grating FBG2 of the 

sensor to the temperature response could be recorded.  

 
Fig. 4 Temperature experimental data graph of pressure sensitive 

grating 

 
Fig. 5  Temperature experimental data graph of temperature 

compensated grating 

As can be seen from Figure 4 and Figure 5, the center offset 
of the sensor's spectral line presents obvious nonlinear 
characteristics with the increase of temperature under high 
temperature environment, especially the nonlinear 
characteristics of the pressure-sensitive grating. The main 
reason for this phenomenon is that the thermal expansion 
coefficient of the packaging material changes with the 
temperature. In a wide range of temperature changes, the 
thermal expansion of the sensor leads to a certain nonlinear 
change in the distance between the two fixed columns, and 
then makes the center wavelength of the varistor-sensitive 
grating show obvious nonlinear. By substituting the 
experimental data into the temperature compensation formula, 
the pressure measurement deviation curves at different 
temperatures can be calculated when the pressure is 0, as it is 
shown in Figure 6.  
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Fig. 6 Output error curve 

III. CONSTRUCTION OF DATA PROCESSING MODELS 
Adopt the idea of one-time learning to ELM. When learning 

the model, we only need to choose the appropriate number of 
hidden layer neurons. The thresholds of the hidden layer 
neurons as well as the connection weight between the hidden 
layers and the input layer can be randomly generated, and there 
is no need to adjust the weight of the output layer artificially 
during the entire training process. By using the least square 
method, the whole learning process can be completed at one 
time without iterations.  

 
 

Fig.7  Work steps of ELM model 

Therefore, compared with the traditional 
single-hidden-layer feed-forward neural network training 
method, ELM has stronger learning abilities, fast learning 
speeds and good generalization performances. Besides, ELM 
can approximate complex nonlinear functions. When 
establishing the model, we only need to create ELM as well as 
train and simulate according to the requirements of the 
problem to be solved. The process is shown in Figure 7.  

 
Fig. 8  Flow chart of the prediction process of the ultimate learning 

machine 
 
The ELM algorithm includes two phases: initialization 

phase and online continuous learning phase:  

Step 1 Initialization :  
Given the training set D   and the number of hidden layer 

nodes L  , select part of the data set 

  0 0, , 1,2, ,i iD x t i N  
 , where  

0N
  represents the 

Input pressure sensitive grating and temperature 
compensation grating temperature experimental 

data to establish training set and test set 
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Performance evaluation 

N 

Y 
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input weights 
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，…） 

Calculate the 
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selected initial number, and
0N L

 .The input weight 

 1,2, ,iw i L 
 and threshold b  of hidden layer nodes are 

randomly selected.   

1) Calculate the hidden layer output matrix   
0H

 

2) According to the target output 
 00 1 2, , ,

T

NT t t t 
 , calculate 

the initial output weight  0
, 0

0 0 0
TP H T 

 , where 
 

1

0 0 0
TP H H




 

3) make  0k   

Step 2 Online continuous learning :  
1) Assume that the data block added in the 1k    step is 

   1
1 0, k

k i i j jx t N

   
, where

1KN 

,  represents the number of 

data added in the  1k   step;   
2) Compute the hidden layer output matrix 1kH   of the 

newly learned data 
3) make  1

0 0
1 ( ) ( )

, ,k k
j j j j

T

k N N
T t t 

 
  
    

4) Calculate the output weight  1
1 1 1

k k T k

k k k kP H T H  

      , 
 

1

1 1 1 1 1
T T

k k k k k k k k kP P P H I H P H H P


       , I  is the identity matrix 

5）Let 1k k    and return to Step 2 
The algorithm is tested on the temperature data of self-test 

sensors, and the PC used in the experiment is basically 
configured as Intel(R)Core(TM)i7-4790CPU@3.60GHz, with 
a 8.00GB RAM and a 64-bit operating system. The 
experimental software is MATLAB R2014a. The training 
sample set and test sample set are generated separately from 
the standard data set at a ratio of 7:4, and the ELM code is 
input for training. The training process is shown in Figure 8.  

In the prediction process experiment of the ELM, train the 
sample set of the temperature experimental data for the 
temperature compensation grating first (including the 
experimental temperature and the central reflection 
wavelength of the temperature compensation grating), 
complete the establishment of the temperature-wavelength 
model, and then use the model to predict the test sample set 
(predict the experimental temperature) and compare it with the 
experimental temperature. The results of multiple comparisons 
are shown in Figure 9.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig.9 Experimental comparisons between the predicted temperature 
output and the actual temperature 

 
Output and show the temperature predicted by the ELM 

models, and compare it with the actual temperature and the 
one calculated using the sensor temperature sensitivity. As 
shown in Fig 10, the temperature in the table represents the 
actual one of the experimental environment, and the predicted 
temperature represents the output one predicted by the ELM 
model. The sensor is calibrated by the experimental data to get 
the temperature sensitivity, and then the corresponding 
temperature is calculated. Deviation 1 represents the absolute 
one of the ELM model in predicting the temperature, and 
deviation 2 represents the temperature one calculated by 
sensor sensitivity. By comparison, it can be seen that the 
prediction deviation of the ELM model is far less than the 
calculation deviation, which shows that the ELM can improve 
the temperature output accuracy of the grating effectively, so 
as to improve the temperature compensation effect of the 
sensor. 
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Fig. 10  Error contrast between the predicted temperature made by 
extreme learning machine and the calculated temperature offered by 

sensor sensitivity 
 
In Figure 10, the dotted line is the accurate location of 

temperature prediction. The closer to the dotted line is, the 
more accurate the temperature prediction is.The accurate 
identification of the temperature is the basic guarantee for the 
subsequent temperature compensation to achieve good 
results.It can be seen from Figure 10 that the black points are 
closer to the dotted line than the red points, that is to say, the 
ELM algorithm has more advantages in detecting the 
environmental temperature and predicting. 

Train the sample set of the pressure-sensitive grating 
temperature data (including experimental temperature and the 
center reflection wavelength of the pressure-sensitive grating), 
and establish a temperature-wavelength nonlinear model. The 
pressure-sensitive grating and the temperature-compensated 
grating are in the same temperature field, so the predicted 
temperature in step 1 is input into the model to predict the 
output wavelength of the test sample set, and compare it with 
the central reflection wavelength of the pressure-sensitive 
grating. The output result of multiple training is shown in Fig. 
11.  

 

 

 
Fig.11  Comparison between high-temperature output prediction and 

actual output of pressure sensitive grating 

Output the prediction result, and compare it with the 
traditional temperature compensation method, as it is shown in 
Fig 12.  

 
Fig. 12  Comparative analysis of wavelength prediction of pressure 

sensitive grating 
In Figure 12, the dotted line is the ideal position for 

temperature compensation. The closer it is to the dotted line, 
the smaller the error of temperature compensation will be, 
indicating the better the effect of temperature compensation. It 
can be seen from Figure 12 that the black points are 
significantly closer to the dotted line than the red points, 
indicating that the ELM algorithm is introduced for data 
processing and has achieved better warming effect. The 
extreme learning machine model was used to predict the 
influence of temperature on the pressure sensitive grating 
under different temperature environments. The error was 
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improved significantly, and the maximum output error of the 
pressure sensitive grating was reduced from 0.46nm to 
0.05nm.The results show that the extreme learning machine 
model is selected to process the experimental data of the 
temperature calibration of the fiber Bragg grating pressure 
sensor, which can better solve the problem of temperature 
compensation of the high temperature Bragg pressure sensor 
and improve the detection accuracy and linearity. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In the detection environment of the cook-off test, the 

ammunition temperature varies widely, and the temperature 
compensation deviation of the pressure grating sensor is large. 
To solve these problems, this paper proposes a signal 
processing algorithm based on the ELM model to realize the 
accurate temperature prediction of the temperature 
compensation grating, and makes precise inferences about the 
output wavelength of the pressure sensitive grating. The 
maximum error is reduced from 0.46nm to 0.07nm, and the 
FBG output signal can be accurately predicted in high 
temperature environment, which provides a strong support for 
improving the temperature compensation method in high 
temperature environment. 
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